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INTRODUCTION

PrIncipalS and agsistant principals are obviously key individuals in the operation of an
effectiVe school; Though seldom directly involved in teaching students-, the principal's
impact upon the educational program through instructional and managerial leadership is
generally greater than any other eaff member. Performance/Outcome Based Principal
Evaluation (P/OBPE) can enhance that leadership through on-going principal
development and organizational change. The process of performance, outcome bc,Ised
principal evaluation presented in this paper is a product of fifteen years of deVelopin§,
implementing; assessing and refining administrator evaluation programs in hundredt of
school systems.1 The process Is not purported to be a panacea for all that ails
adminiStratorb and schools. However, the procedures do provide a basis for effective
data collection, communication, personal and organizational development, and
employment decision making.

The %fake of participative development and management, the individual worth of
personnel, and the importance of an organizational culture created through trust and
collegiality provide a philosophical basis for P/OBPE procedures. To amplify this
philosophical base, five personnel evaluation issues are discussed below, P/OBPE
evolved from a strong belief about the importance of each of these issues.2

1. Personnel Development vs Personnel Dismissal. Negative cultures are
created through traditional evaluation systems which_ focus primarily upon
data_ collection for employment decision making. Positive cultures are
created when honest assessment and opportunity for improvement are
paramount and employment deci§ion making is secondary.

2; High Evaluator-High Principal Involvement vs High Evaluator-Low Principal
Involvement. Personnel growth is seldom lasting or significant when the
evaluator does all the assessing, most of the talking and provides most of
the answers. Self-assessmenti collegial coaching and Jointly developed
groWth plans promote participation by the principal. Higher principal
involvement result:, in greater readiness to improve;

3. Personalized Assessment and Differentiated Responsibilities vs
Comparative Assessment and Commonality Responsibilities. Principals have
varied responsibilities, schools have unique leadership needs, communities
and educational groups have different expectations. Principals shoulo be
evaluated based upon those unique responsibilities, needs and expectations
rather than a set of common expectations and norms which promote
comparison among principals. Performance criteria of greatest import in one
setting may be of lesser importance in another setting. The evaluator should
weigh the merit of each expectation (criterion) and school goal and evaluate
accordingly rather than employ comparative Judgments and use a set of
common and equal criteria for all principals irrespective of local needs and
expectations.

4; Instructional Leadership vs Managerial Leadership. Effective instructional
leadership seldom occurs without efficient day-by-day management of school
operations; Staff, students and parents find it difficult to focus upon
instructional issues when managerial issues cloud the horizon. Both instructional
and managerial leadership must be present in an effective school; Yet, priority
of time and enlrgy for the principal should favor instruction. A school is seldom
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as educationallY effective as it could be if the principal does not stress
instructifmal focuS through example and expectations. More than half of the
evaluativ0 criteria for principals should relate to instructional responsibilities.Each of the school goals should directly or indirectly impact upon the
instructional program.

5. Performante/Outcome Assessment vs Performance Assessment; Educational
hiStorians might describe the last quarter of this century as an era of outcome
baSed education, From the public outcry for accountability in the early seventies,
to the productivity measure and organizational culture terminology of the
eightieSi educators have been faced with the necessity to define and
debmonstrate quality of personnel, product and organization. To assess only
personnel skill level assumes, or ignores, organizational growth. To assess only
organizational outcomes is inadequate to generate quality personnel
improvement, P/OBPE encompasses personnel skill assessment and development
through evaluative criteria, and organizational outcomes and productivity through
goal setting. This dualistic approach provides a philbsophical and procedural
framework for moving evaluation of personnel through the latter part of this "era
of outcome based education."

TERMINOLOGY

PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME BASED PRINCIPAL EVALUATION is a process
for the professional development of principals through: (a) the
identification of job related expectations and desired organizational
outcomes; (b) the daglgottatsltigrug expected skills and accomplishment of
desired outcomes; (c) feedback discussion and coachIn regarding skill
level and progress toward outcomes; (d) the opportunity to improve Ocill
level and modify desired outcomes; and, (e) job related decision makina.°

The firdt PhraSE, "a Process for the professional development of principals" highlights
the importance of P/OBPE being a series of events (a process), not the singular activity
of preparing a summative evaluative document so often used to meet state mandates or
board policy guidelines. The phrase also states the general purpose of the evaluation
process: professional development of principals;

The professional development of principals cannot be accomplished Withbut a clear
understanding of the personal skills a principal is expecteed to Master and the
organizational outcomes a principal is expected to accomplish. The personal Skills are
the performance criteria.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA are job related expectationS baSed upon studieS
of effective schooling and effective administration.

The performance criteria are the most significant profesSional content in the evaluation
process. From the beginning of the process When these expectations are reviewed for
understanding, through the end of the procest when the principal is evaluated on the
Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation _Form, each skill related activity in the
process is structured around the criteria. The criteria form the basis for the data
collection, the conferences, the growth plans and the summative evaluation associated
with the skill performance portion of the process.
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Because of the significant role of the performance criteria in the P/OBPE process, a
clear understanding of the meaning of each criterion is crucial. Descriptors assist the
evaluator and the principal In that understanding.

DESCRIPTORS are phrases which collectively communicate the meaning of a
a criterion.

Descriptors are statements of skill or action not significant enough to stand alone as a
criterion but significant enough to be used to convey the meaning of a criterion. The
descriptors provided for each criterion do not represent a complete listing of
administrative behavior associated with that criterion. They are exemplary, not
inclusive. To compile an inclusive list requires extensive time, is cumbersome,
confusing, and generally considered impossible. Criteria and descriptors begin with
action verbs.

Performance Area is a term taken from the literature of performance evaluation and
applied to the skill assessment portion of P/OPBE.

PERFORMANCE AREAS are groupings of criteria whioh are similar.

Performance areas are an administrative nicety. They represent a logical arrangement
of criteria but are never directly involved in critical evaluative issues.

In P/OBPE, understanding that a principal is evaluated on criteria, not descriptors nor
performance areas, is important. Criteria are the critical content, descriptors assist in
understanding the criteria, and performance areas are logical groupings of similar
criteria. Only the performance criteria are essential. Figure 1 provides an example of a
criterion, some related descriptors and a performance area. A complete set of
Performance Areas, Criteria and Descriptors are provided in the Appendix.

Figure 1

Sample Performance Area, Criterion, Descriptors

-Instructional Leadership (Performance Area)

--Provides for management of Instruction (Criterion)

---Promotes the identification of instructional objectives.
--Promotes instructional programming consistent with

instructional objectives.
-Monitors student progress toward achievement of
instructional objectives.

--Makes program changes based upon student achievement
data or othr pertinent information.

The terms criteria, descriptors and performance areas defined above represent aspects
of the P/OBPE process associated with personal skill improvement. The critical term in
the portion of the P/OBPE process associated with accomplishment of desired
organizational growth are School Goal Statements. In P/OBPE, School Goal Statements
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are the foundation of the organizational outcomes dimension just as Performance
Criteria are the foundation of the personal skill dimension.

SCHOOL GOAL STATEMENTS are desired educational outcomes for the
school upon which the principal can have some impact.

Typically; five or six goals are identified for each school year, with about half
reflecting unique needs of the school aryl the others representing the schools efforts to
address district-wide goals. School Gc=', Statements should be developed through
faculty input, typically in the Spring for the upcoming school year; Systematic
involvement through committee structure foliowed by high "focus" upon the goal enhance
the positive impact of this process on the school organization.

EVALUATIVE PHASES

The P/OBPE process is basld upon the premise that supervision of personnel and
aSseSSment of desired organizational outcomes are not only compatable, but
complementary when properly sequenced. _To promote proper sequencing, the P/OBPE
process is categorized into five distinct phases: Developmental, Preparatory,
Formative, Summative and Contractual. The procedures associated with each are based
upon the philosophical foundation presented in the previous sections of thiS paper. In
the Developmental phase the_evaluative process is formulated, refined and adopted by
the Board of Education. After adoption, the Preparatory phase provides opportunity for
initial and on-going inservice in the terminology, process and expectationS of the new
evaluative system. The Preparatory phase also includes the identification of school
goals esssential_in providing positive direction for the school. The Formative phase is
the most impacting of the phases upon the development of the principal and the school.
During this phase, the principal receives specific skill and goal accomplishment feedback
and coaching designed to improve performance and outcomes. Improvement plans are a
part of this phase for all principals. The Summative phase is the judgmental phase
requiring decisions based upon all that has transpired during the evaluative process.
The Summative phase is a synthesis of all data, placed in proper perspective to define
current level of performance on each criterion and accomplishment of desired goals. The
Contractual phase is the employment decision based upon the Summative data.

Each of the P/OBPE phases are schematically depicted in Figure 2 and described in more
detail in the following sections of this paper. The dualistic approach used in P/OBPE is
readily evident through the "Performance Criteria" and "School Goitirt" columns. The
Performance Criteria column represents issues related directly to improvement of
perSonal skill on the job-related expectations (criteria). The School Goals column
represents issues associated with the accomplishment of desired school outcomes
goal-Si. The issues and tasks for the Developmental and Contractual Phases are the
Same for the Performance Criteria and School Goals; the issues and tasks for the
Preparatory, Formative and Summative Phases are different.
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PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME BASED PRINCIPAL EVALUATION SCHEMA

EVALUATIVE
PHASES

MAJOR-EVENTS AND TASKS FOR
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SCHOOL GOALS

TYPICAL
TIMEFRAMES

Developmental Leadership_eommitment
Philosophy-of Improvement
PartiCIpatIve Management

Committee-Tasks
Review-Literature and MOdel8
Draft Process/Content/Forms
Seek Input_and Refine
Recommend to Board
Plan Inservide

Preparatory Inservice_Prindlpal8
Process/Content

Inservice EvaluatorS
ProdeSS/Content

Formative

Summative

Contractual

Scheduled ObSerVation8
Notetaking
Formative Form
Conference

Unscheduled_Observations
NotetakIng-
Formative FOrm
Conference

Non-Observed-Data
DOcumentation_
Formative Form
Conference

Arti_fadt_Data
Identify
Collect
Analyze
Formative_Form
Conference

GrOWth_Plans
All_Personnel
Criterion Based
DevelOped CollegiallY

Summative Form
_Criteria Performance
Summative_Conference

Growth Plans

InService Principals
Process/Content

InService Evaluators
Process/Content

Identify School GoalS
Assess_Needs_
Faculty Input
Building Gdals
DiStrIct Goal8

Goal Progress
Principal_Assess
Supervisor-Assess
Formative ForM
Conference

Goal-Modification
C011egial

Goal-Progress
Prindipal Assess
Supervisor_Astiess
Formative Form
Conference

SUMmative Form
Zoal Accomplishment

Summative Conference
Goal Identification

Employment Decision
Performance Criteria SUMmatiVe EValuatiOn
Goal Statement Summative Evaluations

Fall
through
Winter

April
through
September

September
through
May

June
zad/or
December

Alhe
or
December



DE VELOPMENTAL PHASE

Too often change occurs "top-down." This hieratchial model promotes organizational
changes which are often needed but SeldoM laSting. A superintendent attends a
conference or workshlp, hears an exciting Speaker, returns to the homefront and
mandates the change; Teas change proce8E4 infrequently makes an impact. For change to
be effective and lasting, personnel affected bY the change should have input into the
development, refinement and impleMentation of the change; They must understand and
support the philosophical root8 of the proposed change and be able to envision the
positive effects forthcoMing after the change; Participative development and
implementation of the change are critical; Researcn data are clear without
participative development and Implethentation, the new change, regardless of how
appropriate, will generally not surviVe the test of time nor the influx of new personnel.

To promote quality, laSting change, the P/OBPE program should be developed through a
committee representative of those persons directly affected by the process (principals)
and other relevant partieS such as central office personnel, teachers, board meMbers,
etc. The committee must develop the Job related expectations (criteria and descriptors),
the process to assesS the expectations and accomplishment of organizational goalS, and
the appropriate procedural forms to implement the process. Provided below is a liSting
of typical tasks for a P/OHPE Committee.

Committee Tasks

1. Review current literature on effective schooling, effective teaching,
effective administration and evaluation

Review evaluation models from other diStrictS and states

3; Interact with consultants regarding reSearch and P/OBPE models

4. Draft a P/OHPE system for the diStrict

5. Present the draft to diStriet principals for input and refinement

6. Revise draft per input into a recommended system for the district

7. Present the proposed system to the Board of Education for approval

8. Present the approved system to the educators of the district
The use of an exPerienced consultant as a resource person and committee facilitator
during the development of a performance-outcome based evaluation system reSultS in
improved committee efficiency and quality of the evaluation system. The conSUltant
understands and can communicate the nuances, the pros and cons and the projected
consequences of the various procedures associated with each type of deciSiOn during the
development of the process and the evaluation forms. The committee can then make
decisions most appropriate to the local setting. A recent Study4 of 035 districts
implementing new evaluative systems indicated thoSe diStrietS Which used consultants
implemented systems which were generally rtiort effeetive, had more internal support
and were more likely to make a significant iMpact upen the educational program than
districts which implemented the new systeMS Without the direct assistance of a
consultant. Even smaller districts, where consultant costs seem prohibitive, make use
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of consultant services by pooling resources and developing individual, personalized
systems simultaneously.

Committee Structure

The development of a P/OBPE system ior a school district should be a function of a
district-wide committee representative of the various educators and constituents In the
community. Each district should consider the uniqueness of the community before
determining what groups are represented and how those representatives should be
selected. The following list is not inclusive of all considerations regarding the
committee structure, but does provide several important issues that must be addressed
before identifying a district-wide evaluation committee.

1. The committee should be large enough in number to be representative, but
small enough to be effecient and effective; Twelve to fifteen members is
usually adequate.

Representation from the various teaching and administrative groups in the
district should be assurecL Approxlmately half of the committee membership
should be from the group most directly affe:ted by the evaluation system,
Le; principals and assistant principals; In the identification of members for
the committee, consideration should be given to representativeness by race,
sex; building grade levels, experience, etc; However, of paramount
importance is the identification of persons who are highlY intelligent,
articulate; skilled in their roles and respected by their peers. Appointments
are typically made in one of the following ways:

a; Appointment by the Superintendent or Board of Education.

b. Appointment by the local professional associations.

c; Appointment by the Superintendent in consultation with the leadership
of the local professional associations.

d. Appointment of volunteers.

e. Appointment via a blending of two or more of the above;

3. Representation from the various constituents within the community should be
considered. Typically, one or two Board members serves on the committee.
Thus, when the system is being reviewed by the Board for approval, the
Board has first-hand information, insight, anti support for the proposed
system. Other members of the community may be represented on the
committee, given the typical degree of irwolvement of community members on
district committees. At the very least, consideration should be given to the
involvement of a parent representative of the various parent groups in the
educational community.

In a mid-size to large district, a typical committee might be structured as follows:

1; 3 teachers (I elementary, 1 middle, 1 secondary)
2; 3 principals (1 elementary, 1 middle, 1 secondary)
3. 3 assistant principals (1 elementarY, I middle, I secondary)
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4. 2 central office administrators
5. 1 board member
6. 1 parent or community business person

Maintaining a functional size is an important consideration; However; the larger the
Size of the diStrict, the larger must be the committee; Representation of various
profeSSional groups is an important consideration, as long as the committee does not
become so large as to be disfunctional.

Another consideration in the appointment of the committee should be the ability of the
committee members to represent committr9 decisions to other educators. This Is
important during the development of the system and the education of other Personnel
regarding the final, approved system.

PR':)ARATORY PHASE

As mentioned previously, for the Preparatory, Formative and Summative Phases, the
Issues _and specific tasks associated With the Performance Criteria are somewhat
different from the issues and taSks for the School Goals. To best depict those
differences, the purposes and taSkS associated with the criteria and goals for each
phase ar.: presented separately. ThiS section represents the Performance Criteria
issues, the following section presentS School Goals issues.

PREPARATORY PHASE -- PERFORMANCE CWTERIA

The purpotet of the Performance Criteria preparatory phase are to ensure principals'
understanding of the procedures to be used in the evaluative process and the skill
expectations (c:rlteria) for which they will be held accountable and promote the effective
implementation of the procedures by providing inservice training for the evaluators.
EnSuring that persons evaluated understand prior to the beginning of the evaluation
proceos that which is expected of them and the manner in which they will be evaluated 13
a fair, humane, ethical and legal approach to personnel evaluation. Prior knowledge IS
necessary if evaluation is to promote development, as contrasted to being JudgMental.
Inservice education is necessary prior to the implementation of ariY Significant
organizational change. Inservice is particularly appropriate for a process as potentially
beneficial and controversial as personnel evaluation. Members of the evaluation
committee which developed the evaluatiVe system shoUld assist in the planning and
implemn*.ation of the Inservice sesSionS. An outSide consultant may serve as the
primary presentor and be assisted by the committee 'memberS, or the committee may
develop and conduct the inservice without assistance.

Length of the inservice activities necessary to meet the purposes stated above varies
according to sophisticatibri of district personnel. Generally, one full day of inservice
for persons to be evaluated and two full days for those who will be doing the evaluating
Ls adequate to enter the firSt few months of the new process. Most disticts find that an
additional day Of in8erVice for all principals and evaluators later in the school year 13
valuable becauSe of the opportunity to relate concrete experiences with the theoretical
aspects of the new system.

To ensure understanding of the evaluative procedurk!s and expectations, inservice
training of principals should be an on-going process, not ending during the first year of
the newly implemented program. Continued refinement of principals' skills and attitudes
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about personal development can be accomplished though in Service on administrative
skills, effective schooling, etc. Inservice activities are moSt effective when based upon
felt needs of the principals; internal motivation iS more effective than external.

Prior to the beginning of the data collection Process, the evaluator should discuss with
the principal those types of "artifact" data the evaluator would like to review so
collection of the data can be accomplished during the school year. Artifact data are
substantive items of information such as faculty attitude surveys, attendance records,
student teSt data, committee minutes, etc.

PREPARATORY PHASE -- SCHOOL GOALS

The purpose of the preparatory phase for School Goals extends beyond the
"understanding" issues for the Performance Criteria; As with the Performande Criteria,
an understanding of the proi:ess as related to the School Goals- component IS eSSential.
In addition to this understanding, School Goals must be identified during the Preparatory
phase.

Inservice about the purpose and writing of Schobl Gbal8 iS helpful to principals as they
learn_to identify meaningful, potentially iMpacting goals. Without proper training, goals
are too often simplistic issueS Which dci not impact significantly in the school. This was
exemplified in recent years as many diStrictS required principals to Identify school
goals. More often than not, the reSult was a listing of statements about personal
administrative Ski llS rather then deSired school outcomes. The goals frequently
reflected activities already completed or nearly completed and did not make a significant
difference in the quality of life or program of the school; The principaIs selected goals
which were easy to achieVe, low in impact and often already "in their hip pocket."

Staff input into the operation and direction of a school should be systematic and eVident
to all concerned. This is particularly imp°, tent during the spring of the year when
faculty shbuld be involved in assessing the past year and envisibning fUtUre
Neither the principal, nor the administrative team should be Solely reSponsible for
identifying school goals for the upcoming year; The process should be ctillegially based,
with structured input from standing or ad committee8, TWo_Standing, building
committees can meet these and other educational needs of the Staff and Program. A
"curriculum and instruction" committee can addreSS iSSueS related to the instructional
program and an "administrative advisory" committee can addreSs ISSues related to the
managerial and prodedural operations of the sthool.°

An effective School Goal Statement iS based upon an assessment of faculty and program
needs, provides a viSion for improvement and a game plan to accomplish that vision. The
Goal represents an issue Which will impact positively in the schoo?; one over which the
principal has some control; but, one which is not focused upon improving a principal'S
personal skill. Following is an example of a typical goal statement.

School Goal Statement for the 1986-07 School Year:
Improve parent and student knowledge and sensitivity to substance abuse by
developing and implementing a "Parents and Students Who Care" program.

This goal Would be assessed at the end of the year according to bate related to
improving parent and student knowledge and sensitivity to substance abuse. The
obvious assessment would be whether a program wag begun, tto number of parents and
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students involved and the impact the program had on parents and students directly and
indirectly involved.

A School Goal Statement may appear general, leading to more specific goals in the
future. The following School Goal Statement initiates a school Improvement plan which
will result in more specific goals in later years.

School Goal Statement for the 1986-8. Schuol Year:
Develop and begin implementatn of a three year school improvement plan based
upon concepts presented by Glen Robinson In the Educational Research Services
publication "Effective Schools Research: A Guide to School Improvment,"
February, 1985.

The above goal would be a starting point for a series of similar goals over the next
three years. Once the school improvement plan was developed, the goals in future years
should be worded as desired outcomes. For example

School Goal Statement for the 1987-88 School Year:
Develop a consistent process for assessing student progress on curricular
objectives and reporting that progress to faculty so modifications in
instructional strategies can be made accordingly.

The outcomes will be the new process for assessing and reporting progress and the
modifications made in instructional strategies.

Each of the above School Goal Statements reflects unique needs of a particular school.
Goals may also be developed which "dovetail" with districts-wide goalel. Often, the
Board of Education and Superintendent expect all schools in the district to addreSS
certain issues and write goals which correlated to a district goal.

Most school faculty and principals can develop and fOcus upon foUr to six major issues
each year. Typically, two or three of these goals are unique to the particular school and
two or three are correlated with district goals.. Teo many goals in a given time frame
can appear overwhelming and thus counterproductive both in time inveSted and attitude
about improvement.

FORMATIVE PHASE

The Formative Phase is the most significant series of events in an evaluative process
designed to promote personal growth and organizational development. In P/OBPE, at
least 90% of the time and energy given to evaluative actitivites should be made in the
formative phase. The Formative Phase includes data collection and documentation,
conferencing for coaching and feedback, and opportunity thr improvement. In essence.
items "bi" "ci" and "d" in the following definition of P/OBPE;

PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME BASED PRINCIPAL EVALUATION is a process
for the professional development of pr)ncipalS through: (a) the
Identification of job related expectations and desired organizational
outcomes; (b) the documentatignsg expected skills and accomplishment of
desired outcomes; (c) igesitegk,Alscgaillgtdoil regarding skill
level and progress toward outcomes; (d) the giallgrA! u1tv tp improve skill
level and modify desired outcomes; and, (e) lob related decision making.
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FORMATIVE.PHASE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Data collection, documentation and conferencing during the Formative Phase occurs in
four formats; Some data are collected on a "scheduled" basis, some on a more
spontaneous; "unscheduled" basis; Some data, such as letters or phone calls from
parents; are unsolicited and "non-observed." Other data come from specified sources of
relevance such as attendance reports, test scores, committee minutes, etc. and are
defined as "artifact" data. The following sections describe in more detail each of these
four data types.

Scheduled Observations

In P/OBPE, decisions based upon assumptions about performance are inappropriate. To
evaluate a principal without observing and effectively documenting specific
administrative skill is unfair to the principal, unethical, and in more and more states, a
violation of procedural rights. Therefore, an essential component of P/OBPE is the
on-site observation of a principal.

Notetakinq

On-site observations are valid means of collecting data about a principal's typical
day-by-day administrative skills; To collect these data, the evaluator must "shadow"
the principal for a specified period of time. The term "shadow" is used in the most
positive sense of following the principal during the school day and making notes about
what the principal does and says. Specifically, the evaluator should record, as much as
is feasible, the exact statements made by the principal and those with whom the
principal communicates. The evaluator should also record the specific tasks in which the
principal participates and when time permits, label the tasks and statements accordino
to administrative skills and/or job functions; The opeing lines from a principal-teacher
discussion provide an example of the type of documentation which can be useful to the
evaluator and the principal for skill improvement.

Time: 8:15 AM Location: Office Area
Discipline-Problem Solving

Teacher: Do you have a minute for us to visit?
Principal: Sure, what's the problem?
Teacher: I'm having trouble with Johnny Jameson. He talked back to
me...I'm not sure how I want to deal with him.
Principal: Is this something you want to handle yourself, or do you think I
should call him In to have a little visit?

No matter how talented the evaluator, words and sentences will be missed during
conversations. On occasion, an event or task may be missed. The important issue is not
perfection, but adequate quality to be interpretable and therefore useful as a basis for
the post-observation conference. When reread, a good set of observation notes creates
a mental picture of the events and the discussions of the day. The notes are descriptive
of what occurred and was said, not paraphrases or shortened versions of what was
meant. The good set of notes is also void of value laden statements. As an example,
the following might appear in an evaluator's notes: "The principal made a mistake when
he told the teacher she should '...call the girl's parents tonight'." The evaluator should
not judge such statements or behavior at this time. The post-observation conference
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will provide ample opportunity to determine, and then discussi the appropriateness of
specific statements or behaviors.

In addition to recording the verbage and activities of the principal, the skilled observer
also makes notes abdut the physical environment of the school, the behavior of students
and staff and, when apparent, the attitudes of students and staff. The notes related to
physical environment should be descriptive of what is seen; For example, "The boys'
restrooms are clean; no graffiti; one cigarette butt; no toilet paper; poorly lit." "The
hall floors are swept between classes;" Staff and student behavior should also be
described specifically. For example, "Students in the lunchroom were orderly,
reasonably quiet, many sat at tables and visited after eating; three students were
boisterous, the assistant principal spoke to them immediately, they remained quiet for a
few minutes then left the area." "Between classes, four of seven teachers stood at
their classroom doors and spoke with students; student passing behavior was orderly,
efficient, quiet, those who did try to run were quickly slowed down." When making the
more "subjective" notes about attitude, the observer must remember to describe what is
observed, not make assumptions, "mind-read," draw conclusions and make value
statements. For example: "8:45-8:50 During passing period three teachers came to
front desk, complained to secretary about assembly this afternoon, particularly upset
about 'not receiving notice until this morning.' 9:15 Another teacher upset about
assembly and exam she planned. She told secretary, 'Tell Mr. Thomas (Assistant
Principal) I plan to keep my kids ln class until they finish the test then I will bring them
to the assembly." If gathered objectively, the descriptive data about environment and
staff and student behavior and attitudes can be fair and useful information to record on
the Performance Criteria Feedback Form and discuss with the principal during the
post-observation conference.

The interjection of a new person, particularly the principal's supervisor, can inhibit
conversation and activities. From the principal who alters the tasks of the day so as to
impress the evaluator, to the teacher who saves that problem until tomorrow, some
behaviors will be modified. Yet, studies of principal behavior and shadowing indicate
that the most notable behavior modifications occur during the first hour or so of
shadowing and that proper shadowing does produce typicality.6 When the shadowing
process extends beyond the one to two hour timeframe, occurs more frequently than
"every year or so," and when the process is explained to faculty prior to the visit,
enough typicality can be found to make shadowing a worthwhile investment of time.
However, the shadower must remember that his/her role is observer, not interactor.
The good observer "fades into the woodwork" and operates from a distance just far
enough away to hear conversations, but not so close as to be obtrusive.

Scheduled observations should last from one-half to a full day and should occur at least
once a school year. Prior to the observation, the evaluator should contact the principal
and agree upon a time convenient to the principal. The evaluator and principal should
also agree ahead of time on any specific taskb to be observed. For example, classroom
supervision and post-observation conferencing are commonly expected roles of most
principals. Most evaluators wish to observe and document the instructional
improvement skills linked to these roles. To do so, the evaluator must observe the
principal's skills in observatioaal notetaking, transfer of the notes to a feedback form if
appropriate, and conferencing. Therefore, on the day of the shadowing, the principal will
schedule a classroom observation and a feedback conference so the evaluator can
observe the related skills.

In the evaluative process, scheduled observations provide data which might not be found
in unscheduled observations. The scheduled observation also permits the principal to be
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in the "driver's seat," to know what to expect and to have a "chance to shine." Scheduled
observations represent an honest effort to be as fair as possible while still ccllecting
data necessary for development. These benefits make scheduled observations an
important data collection mode in the evaluative process.

Feedback Form

The Formative Feedback Form, often called the Performance Criteria Feedback Form;
provides the format for documenting skill performance associated with each criterion.
The form should list each criterion and provide adequate room for the evaluator to
transfer from the observational notes to the Formative Feedback Form specific
examples of behaviors which indicate whether the principal did or did not demonstrate
skills related to the criterion; The Formative Feedback Form is not a duplication of the
observational notes, nor are the functions of the two the same. The observational notes
are documentation of skills, in contex t, as they chronologically occurred. They are as
specific as possible. The Formative Feedback Form is a representative sample of Skills
grouped according to expectation (criterion).

Presented below are a few lines from the observational notes of an evaluator.
Following the notes are data selected for transfer to an appropriate criterion.

E8aiLatisind

Time: 7:20 AM Location: Hallway
Storm Damage Repairs

Principal and Custodian reviewing repairs from last night's thunderstorm.
Walking down the north corridor. Water damage on ceiling and wall.
Custodian: The main leak was in this area, right up there.
Principal: I'm glad you found... and mopped before students arrived.
Custodian: Yeah, I've called maintenance, they'll be out later this morning.
Principal: What other damage...
Custodian: One window pane...front side near main entrance.
Principal: That's a pretty noticeable area. I'd like...repaired ASAP. If
maintenance swamped today, get glass...do it ourselves today.
Custodian: O.K. I'll pick up the glass later this a.m..
Walking back toward office.
Principal: I really appreciate...coming in early this morning and checking... Any
other problems?
CuStodian: No, mc.:ne I've noticed. I'll keep checking.
Principal: Let me know if...need help with that pane--or getting maintenance on
the stick. I've had practiceat both. Ha. Ha.

The above discussion and behaviors might be recorded on the Formative Feedback Form
in the folloWing manner.
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Formative Feedback Form

Criterion: Ensures that school plant and facilities are conducive to a positive
learning environment.

Discussing/reviewing storm damage: "I'm glad you found this and mopped it
up before students arrived." "That's a pretty noticeable area. I'd like to
get that repaired ASAP." Volunteered to help custollan install glass.

Data from this conversation might also be applicable to criteria for interpersonal
relationships, communication skills, standards of expected performance, and/or
day-by-day operation of the school. In other words, information obtained and recorded
on the observational notes may be used to demonstrate skill on more than one criterion.

The post observation conference should be conducted using the Formative Feedback Form
as the primary basis for structuring the conversation and the observational notes as the
secondary source. The principal deserves to know whether he/she did or did not
demonstrate a_ specific expectation--the Formative Feedback Form provides that
informatiun. The Feedback Form Is an important document for understanding skill
performance and thus improving performance. For that reason, the time necessary to
transfer data from the more general observational notes to the more specific Feedback
Form are minutes well invested. Data may not be available for some criteria after an
observation. If so, write "no data" or "not observed" after the criterion. A samp'e
Performance Criteria Feedback Form is provided in the Appendix.

Conference

A purpose of the post-observation conference Is to promote communication between
evaluator and principal about each criterion. Often called a feedback conference, the
most effective post-observation conference ks not a feedback conference in the literal
sense. Feedback implies that the evaluator will "tell" the principal what was observed,
what was good; what was bad. However, the most effective conference is based upon
internal, not external motivation fix improvement. The skilled *evaluator promotes this
internal motivation by Involving the princtnal in the discussion and promoting
self-assessment of skill through inquiry, probing questions and comments. The
effective post observation conference is more accurately described as a
self-assessment, coaching conference than as a feedback conference.

When feasible, the post-observation conference should be conducted within two working
days after the observation.7 Conducting the conference promptly demonstrates the
priority given to the issue by the evaluator. The principal interprets the priority as an
"Importance" sometimes linked to self-worth. Principal anxiety Is also reduced when the
conference is prompt.

The performance criteria listed on the Formative Feedback Form serve as the outline for
the conference questions and comments. Blending the principal's self-assessment made
during the conference discussion with the observed data Presented and discussed during
the conference merges perception with reality in a palatable manner for the principal.
Using the Formative Feedback Form as the outline for the conference also eliminates a
sometimes conscious; sometimes unconscious psychological nemisis. Too often
evaluators spend the first thirty minutes of a post-observation conference discussing
all the "good" skills and save the "bad" skills for the last few minutes. Many educators
have come to expect and accept thls as standard operating procedure. But such
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procedure promotes inattentiveness during the "strokes" due to a sciety while awaiting
the "zingers." If the evaluator follows the criteria in the order they appear on the form,
the "strokes" and "zingers" are not patterned, promoting more attentiveness and better
communication during the conference.

The post-observation conference is a skill improvement conference, with emphasis on
diagnosis and related improvement strategies. Many of these strategies become
informal suggestions for the principal. If the suggestions are of significant concern,
the evaluator has the obligation to communioate that concern to the principal and
formalize the concern as a Growth Plan. In P/OBPE any concern which is significant and
might lead to a "below expected performance rating" on the Summative Evaluation
Report is formalized as a Growth Plan during the Formative Phase. Requiring Growth
Plans during the Formative Phase for any significant concern eliminates surprises
during the Summative Phase.

The conclusion of an effective conference should include a summary of the main points
discussed during the conference. The skilled evaluator "checks" the understanding of
the principal to be sure both are attuned to the issues and strategies discussed. The
principal receives a copy of the Formative Feedback Form.

Unscheduled Observations

In the scheduled observation, the principal knows prior to the visit when the evaluator
will arrive and some of the specific roles the evaluator would like to observe. In the
unscheduled observation, the principal is unaware the visit is forthcoming,_ thuS
providing more opportunity for "typicality" than with the scheduled observation. Except
for this difference in procedural planning and the opportunity for the principal to
prepare for the observation, the two types of on-site observations are identical. During
the unscheduled and scheduled observation the evaluator should take detailed
observational notes. Following the observation, th3 notes shoat"; be transferred to a
Formative Feedback Form regardless of the type of observation. Following the transfer
of notes, a post observation conference should be conducted.

Non-Observed Data

Most data collected for the purpose of developmental evaluation are observed or
solicited by the evaluator% Examples of the observed data are discussed above as
"Scheduled" and "Unscheduled" Observations. Solicited data are discussed in the
following section of this paper under the title of "Artifact" data. The other form of
appropriate data for developmental evaluation are described rather figuratively as
"Non-Observed Data;" Non-Observed Data are the information relevant to the
principal's skills and/or the schools goals which are not observed first hand by the
evaluator, nor were they purposefully suught as pertinent information. This category is
a "catch-all" for the useful information which foresight could not predict would be
useful. Most frequently, the non-observed data include letters from parents, phone
calls, conversations at civic organizations, parent concerns expressed at Board
meetings, etc. These data can generally be classified as unsolicited comments and
correspondence made or sent to the principal or the principal's supervisor.

As with any type of complaint, the evaluator and principal must discuss the issue and
place it in proper perspective. The obligation of the supervisor is to share the
complaint or compliment with the principal as soon as feasible. This is particularly
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important if the non-observed data present a concern which is significant in the mind of
the evaluator. As with all data collected in the evaluative process, any information
which might present a "less than expected" rating on the summative evaluation must be
shared as soon as feasible; discussed and translated into a growth plan. A rule of
thumb to remember about all forms of data collection in the P/OBPE process: "If the
evaluator did not write it down and discuss it with the principal, it didn't happen."

Artifact Dat4,

Artifact Data are certain types of information typically identified prior to the beginning
of the evaluative process and serving as tangible evidence of skill performance or goal
accomplishment. The most common types of artifact data are staff; student and parent
surveys or inventories; staff and student attendance records; student test data; faculty
evaluation forms; commi+tee minutes and reports; parent, student and staff letters,
memos, newsletter% newspaper clippings; staff, student; administrator rewards and
recognitions; and principal time logs. When feasible, the prinepal should know prior to
the beginning of the school year the types of artifact data that will be required oo
arrangements can be made to collect those data.

Artifact data are summarized on a Formative Feedback Form, as are all data pertinent to
the Formative Phase. The data should be discussed in conference with the principal.
This discussion can often occur during a post-observation conference for a scheduled or
unscheduled on-site observation. Some evaluators also find it useful to discuss artifact
data at the end of the school year. To prepare for that discussion, they ask the
principal to collect, analyze and summarize the artifact data. The evaluator then
reviews the summary and seeks clarifying information during the conference. As with all
data collected, if the evaluator has a concern about the principal's performance, the
concern should be translated into a Growth Plan.

Growth Plan

Performance/Outcome Based Principal Evaluation is designed procedurally to detail
expectations and provide personnel with data pertinent to performance on those
expectations. One of the most critical_ steps in the process is the opportunity to
improve a skill prior to the Performance Criteria Sum mative Evaluation. The Formative
Phase is the "growth" phase and at the hub of this growth phase must be a strategy for
promoting growth. Many districts refer to the improvement plan as a "Growth Plan."
Others may describe the plan as a "Professional Development Plan," a "Professional
Improvement Plan," a "Job Target," a "Personal Growth Plan," or any of several terms
usually formed around the adjectives of "professional, personal, improvement and
growth."

The Growth Plan can be defined as the "vehicle for personal skill improvement." The
Growth Plan is based upon a desire to improve a particular principal skill (criterion) and
is applicable to all personnel. P/OBPE procedures reinforce the importance of on-going
growth for each principal, regardless of current skill level. From the most effective
principal, to the least effective, each will have one or more growth plans during the
Formative Evaluation Phase; This philosophy is consistent with the developmental
nature of P/OBPE and the focus of time and energy on the Formative Phase, rather than
the more traditional focus on the Summative Phase. The adage, "You don't have to be ill
to yet better," effectively describes the philosophy for Growth Plans.
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Improvement

The manner in which a Growth Plan is developed reinforces the philosophy; For a
principal who has a skill (criterion) which is obviously deficient; the evaluator and
principal discuss the concern and jointly prepare the Growth Plan; For the principal who
does not have an obvious area of deficiency; the evaluator and principal discuss the
various criteria to determine which criterion would be most appropriate to enhance.
Both p7incipals will have Growth Plans, with both Plans developed collegially. The
evaluator maintains the position as the "final authority" should a disagreement evolve,
but the hierarchial roles of "supervisor" and "subordinate" can be effectively eliminated
in most Growth Plan conferences by the skilled evaluator.

The preparation of a Growth Plan usually invovles three major steps, Following an
overall discussior. of the )dIsue and clarification that the issue will be written as a
Growth Plan, the criterion for improvement is identified and written on the form;
Almost simultaneously the objective or objectives to be achieved relative to the
criterion are identified, discussed and written. To say that one or the other, Le; the
objective cr the criterion, should be identified first is a "chicken or egg" controversy
and is superfulous because in some instarmes the criterion is the most apparent issue
and in others the improvement objective is more apparent and leads the evaluator and
principal to the appropriate criterion; Both the criterion and the objective must be
written; when one is identified, the other usually follows; Generally; the verbage for
the objective can be found in one of the "descriptors" provided with the criterion.
Therefore, the first step in preparing the Growth Plan is to discuss the issue for
imprvement then refer to the listing of Performance Areas, Criteria and Descriptors for
the verbage to use on the form; In all instances, the appropriate Performance Area and
Criterion should be stated verbatim from the listing and usually, the descriptors will
provide the verbage for the objectives; If not, then a statement of objective should be
developed which is appropriate to the skill to be improved;

The next step in Growth Plan preparation is the most critical and the most difficult. To
be effective, a Growth Plan should include a series of strategies for improvement, i.e. a
procedural "game plan."

Most Growth Plans are written to improve a particular administrative skill; But before
the skill can be improved, an appropriate knowledge base must be developed; Often; the
procedural game plan for most knowledge and skill improvement can be divided into four
groupings of activities designed to promote adult education; The activity groupings are
(1) providing resources, (2) checking for comprehension, (3) providing for practice, and (4)
providing feedback.

Providing educational resources to increase a knowledge base may involve the obvious
activities of identifying periodical articles, books or audio-visuals for the principal to
read or review. Other common educational resources include workshops, university
courses or professional meetings and conferences; The not-so-obvious resources,
commonly coupled with the more substantative readings, often promote the most
effective knowledge growth. These not-so-obvious resources include supervisor
modeling, peer modeling, peer observatioins, peer discussions, visitations to other
schools or to businesses or industries, etc. The purpose for providing the resources is
to increase a principal's understanding of the rationale and performance of a skill. To
simply tell someone to change a behavior seldom results in lasting change. To educate
the person about the behavior, the value of the behavior and the value of the change so
understanding is developed and motivation comes from within is a positive step toward
lasting change.
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Once efforts have been Made to develup a knowledge base, the evaluator should check to
ensure the knoWledge base is adequate; This "check for comprehension" usually take8
the form of a conference. Sometimes a written assessment is arpropriate, but generally
a detailed discuSSIon of what was garnered from the resources is adequate.

Depending upon the skill and the degree of comprehension, the evaluator Will Suggest
independent or guided practice to develop and refine the skill. For molt adults, the
evaluator fades out of the picture for a period of weeks and permit9 the princiPal to
independently develop and refine the skill. Professional courtesy and diStance at this
pOint, rather than close, "big-brother" supervision is usually more effective; The
principal feels like he/she is being treated as a professional When the distance is
maintained until the principal has had an adequate amount of time to develop and refine
the skill;

Scheduled and unscheduled observations are the most common sources of feedback data
for a Growth Plan. Often, observations associated with a particular skill are focused
observations of shorter duration than the More typical scheduled or unscheduled
observations; The briefer, focused Observations foi the purpose of Growth Plan
feedback should not be used as a subStitute for the more general scheduled and
unscheduled observations. For exaMple, if the Growth Plan objective is to improve
nctetaking skill during classroOM ottervations, the evaluator may be on-site for the
observation for only an hour tu obServe that particualr skill. This hour_ visit should not
displace the more lengthy and general Scheduled or unscheduled observation;

The final step in the preparation of a Growth Plan is determination of the appraisal
method and the timeframe for completing the Plan. The appraisal method and timeframe
are usually evident in each of the steps in the procedural "game plan." Ho Weyer,
clarification IS appropriate and might be stated as follows: "The principal Will begin
refinement of hiS notetaking skills within the next two weeks. The resources described
above will be reViewed this week, the we-kshop will be attended next month. The
evaluator will observe the skill level twice next month and at least once near the end of
thiS SeMeSter. A review of the skill level will be made next spring, at which time the
GroWth Plan will be completed if skill level is adequate."

In the preparation of a Growth Plan, the evaluator and principal Should _remember that
chanje occurs slowly; and internalization of change, even_ slower. Therefore, the
evaluator should never be in a hurry to condlude a Growth Plan. If the desired skill
improvement is significant; time for internalization of the skill msut be provided;
Utilize "short-term" and."long-term" target dates when writing the timeframe section of
the Growth Plan. The ' short-term" date is the point in time by which the skIll should be
demonstrated or implemented. The "long-terM" date is the point in time by which the
skill should be internalized, and is the desk.ed completion date for the Growth Plan. As
most evaluators learn, lack of time flit- internalization of the skill usually meana
rewriting the same Growth Plan next SchoOl year Save time -- by giving more time.

The Growth Plan does not have tc be coMpleted during the current Formative Phase or
before the upcoming Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation. A Growth Plan should
extend as long as needed tO Significantly improve the skill. If theGrow' Plan is still in
progress when the Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation Report must be prepared,
the evaluator must judge the degree of Improvement and the current level of skill at the
time of the report, just as the evaluator must do for all criteria, regardless of whether
a Growth Plan was written.
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Pt Growth Plan does not necessarily mean a rating of "below expected performance" on
the Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation. The Growth Plan may reflect an
"enhancement" of an already solid skill; or, the previously deficient skill may now be
very solid. The Growth Plan may have resulted in significant improvement before the
Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation was completed. But if the skill is deficient,
a rating of "below expectations" can be given only if a Growth Plan was developed and
opportinity to address the deficiency was provided.

Palitude actiatmgni

An "attitude" is a behavioral reflection of what is inside the mind. Some Growth Plans
require a focus upon "attitude adjustment" before progress can be made on improving a
Skill. When the motivation to improve is not internal) the prIncipal may resent and/or
resist the desired Growth Plan being suggested, and often required, by the evaluator.
Occasionally, such resentment results in a lack of cooperative effort by the principal.
An attitude of "7 don't want to work on this plan; I do not have a problem In this area
and do not see the need to improve this c;-iterion," can cause consternation for the
evaluator. Yet; the evaluator has the final authority as to which criteria are; or are not
developed into Growth Plans. Therefore; the evaluator must be prepared to be assertive
and work through this "attitude adjustment" phase before progress can be made on
improving the exill level of the desired criterion;

A nice; tidy means for categorizing "attitude" problems is difficult. Attitude problems
are often present in insecure; less skilled principals who have particular difficulty with
"interpersonal skills." But attitude problems surface in so many varied ways, definitive
strategies for resolving them are non-existent and the successes less frequent than
with Growth Plans In which an attitude problem does not exist; The odds of success on
an "attitude" encumbered Growth Plan are proportional to the severity of the principal's
attitude problem and the intuitive and interpersonal skills of the evaluator, However,
since most attitude problems begin With a denial that a problem exists, some
buggestions can be provided to guide the evaluator through these most difficult types of
Growth Plano.

First, the concern of the evaluator that an attitude problem exists must be discussed
frankly. The evaluator has the obligation Lo share his/her perception about the attitude
problem and give specific behavioral examples which support the evaluator's belief that
the principal has an attitude problem requiring adJustment before an effective level of
skill can be achieved on a given criterion. This "discussion an,J identification of
concern" chould represent a sincere effort by the evaluator to help the principal
understand the concern dnd work toward changing that concern. The discussion should be
private and the evaluator should utilize effective active listening and counseling skills
to assist the principal in understanding the problem and developing the motivation to
address the problem.

Though a principal may be aware a skill is deficient; the principal may have a negative
attitude about improving a particular skill because he/she has been trying for years to
resolve the deficiency. Improving this form of negative attitude has a high suCcess
ratio because changing the attitude and improving the skill are directly related to the
development and implementation of effective strategies for improving the skill; At the
other extreme is the principal who does not believe the problem exists but believes the
problem is the evaluator's, rather than the principal's, skills. When this is the
situation, the chances for successful resolution diminish because motivation to change
is not present, nor likely to be present. The principal is often defensive and implies the
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evaluator is biased; prejudiced or incompetent. The princiPal sincerely believes the
problem is the evaluator's; not the principal's.

Unfortunately; the evaluator's attitude or skill is sometimes the problem. Each
evaluator must understand his/her Skint, attitudes and shortcomings and be willing to
make an honest assessment of those tkillt and attitudes before effectively evaluating
others; If an evaluator workt With Several principals and more than one has a perceived
attitude problem, or "pertonalitY conflict" with the evaluator, the evaluator must
assess his/her own Skint to be certain the problem is the principals', not the
evaluator's. An attitude problem with more than one principal is often symptomatic of
the evaluator's skillt rather than the principals'.

Assuming the eValuator is competent and not prejudiced toward the principal, the n xt
step is to "pmmate introspection" by the principal. The purpose of thit Step is to
facilitate the principal's understanding of the problem and promote internal motivation
to resolve the problem by asking the principal to "assest" his/her Skint. To promote
this self-attessment, the evaluator may encourage or require a written aS.:lessment,
including data to support the assessment. Examples of supportiVe data include school
records, solicited verbal and written comments, pertinent informal comments,
perceptions of school personnel and community members. The eValuator thould also
prepare a written assessment of the problem, providing specific examples related o the
concern.

The evaluator and principal should then "ditcutt" the attettthents. The discussion
provides the evaluator with the opportunitY to better understand die principal's
perspective on the issue; focuses attention on data collected regarding the issue and
clarifies the evaluator's perception Of the iteue. When both principal and evaluator
have developed an apprecietion for the ittue and each other's perceptions of the issue;
they should work together to identify the Specific objective or objectives for the Growth
Plan._ The identification of the Objectiviet, after the attitudinal concerns have been
addressed, places the "attitude" GroWth Plan back in alignment with the typical "skill"
Growth Plan discussed in preceding Papragraphs, i.e. the objectives, criteria and
performance area are identified; the strategies for reaching the objectives are listed,
including resourcet, coMpreherition checks, provision for practice and feedback; and, the
appraisal methods and short and long term target dates are identified.

GroWth Plant are "the Vehicle" for professional improvement on a given criterion. A
Growth Plan maY be initiated by the principal or the evaluator, but should be developed
collegially by both; Too often supervisors are reluctant to address attitude problems
directly attoicated with specific criteria, ignoring the existence of the problem during
the developMent of a Growth Plan. Yet, seldom is quality skill improvement made if
negative attitudes prevail. An attempt to resolvo the attitude probleM Should be the
first step when such a problem exists. Though the attitude problem may never be
resolved, an honest effort to confront the proulern, discuss it tinterelY and try to
resolve it is a professional approach to addressing a difficult ittue and enhances the
chances for the desired skill improvement to be meaningful and letting. For the growth
of the principal and the betterment of the school, an honest effort should be made.

FORMATIVE PHASE SCHOOL GOALS

School goals represe it desired organizational outcomet for the school year over which
the principal can have some impact. They are building istuet, not personal skill goals of
the principal. Several school goals are identified each year by the principal with input
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from staff and sometimes comme;.ity. The identification and development of the goals
are described in an earlier section of thiS paper. Th1S Section Provides suggeStions for
assessing and modifying progreS toward a1 accompliSh:aent.

Assessing Goal Progress

During the Formative Phase, progreSs toward accomplishment of the goals is monitored,
with a formalized enroute assessment made at least once .each year for each goal; When
the enroute assessment 19 made, the principal describes the progres made in achlevir,g
the goal on the School Goal Progress Form. The principal makes thls initial assesswnt
because the principal should know. better than anyone else, the degree to l'nich the goal
has been accomplihsed. The principal shoule also prov'de supportive data for that
judgment.

After the priocipal's written assessment, the evaluator and principal discuss the
progress and the evaluator adds his/her written commentS regarding progreSS on the
School Goal Progress Foria. Because several goalS have to be aSsesSed each year, the
evaluator will typically cover all goAlS in one conference, disarming each coal
17:dividuaily, based upon the principal's written aSSOSSment. Some goals mot require
more than one enroute assessment during a school year. For each assessmenz, the same
procesS hould apply, i.e. principal written assessment, follov;ed by dis.,ussion and
evaluator written assessment using the School Goal Progress Form.

School Goal Modification

During a school year, the evaluator and principal may realize that particular strategies
designed to achieve a goal are inappropriate and should be modified. At Urns even the
goal statement may require revision. When modification is required, the principal %,nd
evaluator shouid collegially develop the revised goal jtiot as they collegially developed
the initial goal. The goal should be viritten on the school Goal Form and assessed
enroute on the School Goal Progress Form.

SUM MATI VE PHASE

The Formative Phase is the "developmental component" of P/OBPE; the SumMatiVe PhaSe
is the_ "judgmental component." Within the Formative PhaSe, data are collected,
conferences are held, improvement plans are adopted and effOrt to irriOrOVe prevails. In
the Summative Phase data must be synthesized tio make oaciSionS regarding performance
on each criterion (expectation) and accomplishment of each school goal (desired school
outcome.) The Formative Phase ends when the Performance Criteria Summative Farm
and the School Goal Summative Ferns are prepared and disdUssed. A new Formative
Phase begins at that tittle. Because of the judgmental nature of the Summative Phase, a
higher than typical "anxiety level" is usually present, making it more difficult than in
the Forniative Phase to promote positive attitudes about improvement. Therefore, the
time and focus on the Summative Phase should be minimal, transitioning thinking back to
the thrmative activities as soon as possible,

Summative Phase Performance Criteria

The Performance Criteria Summative Form serves as the format for makin4 judgments
about each of the evaluative criteria. The form provides a listing of each criterion and a
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clest.ript:ve continua of accomplishment for each crlterion from "does not" demcnstrtate
the skill to "cons,stently" demonstrates the expected skill. The "consistentb
descriptor reflects solick, effective performance on the given 3kill and la the desired
level of perf.-Jri7,ance. The continua does not include any statement or inferenct to
traditional avaluative terms such as "average, typical, moderate." In P/OBPE the yoal
is for all principals to achieve this "performance expectation" level. The levels do not
represent a "normal curve" in which a given percent of the Principal ratings should fall.

In completim the Pe.-formance Criteria Summative Form, the evaluator should remember
that a principal should not be rated "below evpected performance" unleSs the oeficiency
has been previously identified and add:-essed through a Growth Plan. If the principal is
not meeting expected levels of performance for the criterion when the summative
evaluation report is Frepared, then the principal should be rated below expected
performer Ice

After completion of the Performance Criteria Summative ivormi the principal and
evaluator shuuld discuss each criterion and rating, including any additional suggestions
for improving sperific skills. If additional suggestions to improve deficiencies are
made, they should be formalized through revision _of the Growth Plan developed during
the Formative Phase; On occaSiOn, a Growth Plan ma, evolve from a Summative
Conference when the concern Was not evident during the Formative Phase; In such a
case, the principal should be evaluated at "expected level" on the Performance Criteria
Summative Form because the deficiency had not been previously identified and addressed
through a Growth Nan. A Growth Plan cdn be written after the Performance Criteria
Summative Form IS completed to address the issue during the next Formative r-nase.

PerforMance Criteria Summative Evaluations ars typically conducted at the conclUSion of
the school year. However, some districts prefer to :rake employment deciSiOnS In
January Or February, in which case the Performance Criteria Summative Evaluation FOrM
would be completed in December or January; Performance Criteria SUrtimatiVe
Evaluations may also be conducted at any time deemed apprnpriate by the eValUator.
ThiS flexibility provides the opportunity for formal communication about leVel of
performance at the most appropri,-.:te time. This flexibilir.y is in the beat IntereSt of the
principal and the district; For example, If a district summatively evaluateS principals
every three years and a concern_ about performance is significant enoUgh that job
security is threatened, completion of the summative form ferMalizes that concern,
ensuring that the principal understands the concern and protecting the district against
claims that the severity of the problem was not known by the principal.

Summative Phase -- School Goals

The School Goals Summative Form provides the format for documenting the degree to
which each of the annual School Goals are accomplished; The School Goals Summative
Form is completed at the end Of the school year, regardless of when_ contractual
decisions are made. For example, some school systems prefer to finalize evaluation
procedures in December or January so contracts can be offered in February or March. In
P/OBPE, completion ofthe PerforMance Criteria Summative Report may be accomplished
on a January through DeceMber calendar; however, the School Goals Summative Report
represents accomplishments during given school year, not calendar year. The School
Goals SummatiVe RepOrtt Should be completed at the conclusion of the school year and
the summative conference should be conducted at that time: If employment decisions ;Are
made in January, the School Goals Summative Reports are then filed as pertinent data to
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be used in January in conjunction with the Performance Criteria Summative Report so
employment status can be determined.

Because the typical "educational ;;alendar" is July through June, the most efficient
evaluat,ve cycle_ coincides with the edu:ational school year. In this cycle the Format' tte
Phase would _continue thruughout the months of the ser:001 year and cOnelude With a
Summative Phase for Performance Criteria ani SchOcil Goale at the end Of the schbol
year. For the vast ma.;-:..rity of effective principals, this timefrarne is the most
appropriate. For an individual whip is no, sffectively c..ompletim, the functions of the
job, end for whom there is questiOri of whether a contract should be offered the
ind)vIdual for the next year, a PerfOrmance Criteria Summative Repor:. car 'oe completed
in December or January. For the Same indivIdual, the School Goals Summative Reports of
the previous year would be the most recent appropriaza data.

At the conclusion of the School Goals 15.Jrrnative conference, 'Vscuss'cn about goals tot'
the next year _,:aay be appropria;e, particularly for those goals requiring re we thAn onfz.,
year for completion. During this June conference, the principal may wish to U.:1.k at
length about next years goals, having previously o'utained staff iriput about the goals.

CONTRA TUAL PHASE

rhe Contractual Phase represents the determination of eMployment StatuS by the Board
of Education and tho issuance of contracts for the neir.: contractual Period. Many
principas have "continuing tenured centractS, thbugh nften tenured as teachers rather
than prinr'.pals. Whether required by Stete law, eSteblithed by BoArd POlicy, or out of
practical necessity to determine how many new administrators need to be hired for the
upcoming year, the contractual phase is usually completed by early spring. As described
in the previous section on the Summative Phase, this timing does not coincide well with
assessment of sLll or goal accomplishment; Offering of contracts in early summer
correlates best with deve1opment:4i evaluation, but is generally considered impractical
for employment decisions. indlvidual districts must determine a timeframe based upon
local needs and expectations.

Regardless of the time when the contractual decision is made, the basis for the decision
should be the deda represented on the Perlorrnance Criteria Summative Form and the
School Goal Summatve Forms; To determine employment on any basis other than the
findings in these Forms would be unfair to the principal; The P/OBPE process promotes
fairness through data _collection, conferencing, opportunity for improvement and
summative decision making; To ignore this process and the relevant data at the time of
employment decision making would be unjust unless extenuating circumstances exist such
as reductions in force due to enrollment changes or financial shortfalls.

PE RSPECTI VE

A 1986 survey 01 superintendents of 186 school SySternt USing evaluative Procedures
similar_or identical to the P/OBPE proceSS deScribed in thit paper folihd that Principals'
attitudes about the P/ODPE procesS Were very pbSitiVe Orid related to the procedural
steps included or excluded during the procc.St. SPecificelly, PrincipalS attitudes were
most positive in distrcits where (a) a toMMittee was used to develop the system, (b)
notes were taken during on-site obServetions and transferred to a feedback form, (c)
post observation conferences were required, (d) growth plans were necessary before a
rating of below expectationS could be given, (e) school goals were developed, and (f)
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evaluators had more training in evaluatiVe processes and skills.8 In essence, the more
directly tt.a evaluative syStem reSeMbled the P/OBPE procedures described herein, the
more positive were the attitudes of the principals and the greater the potential impact
for the school and studentS. P/OBPE is not a panacea, but it is a step in the right
direction -- a step to improve Schools by improving school principals.

Repr:nt only with written permission of the author (Jerry Valentine, 218 Hill Hall,
Univers Ay of Mistouri, Columbia, Missouri, 65211, phone 314/882-3406.) The content of
this paper is the basis for a Per!nrmeinc,N/Cutcome Based Principal Evaluation booklet,
being prepared for publication in the summsr, 1987. For more information abz.,ut the.
process and related written or audio visual materials, contact the author at the above
address,

NoteS:
1. The author has had the opportunity to asSiSt in the development and refinement of

P/OBPE strategies in individual districtS aCtoss the country and in state projects
in Missouri, 1983 and Kentucky, 1986.

2. Jerry W. Valentine, "Performance/OUtcome Based Evaluation of Principals," Paper
presentec at the National Middle School ASSociation Annual Convention, Atlanta,
Noveliber, 1986.

3. This definition and related termS and procedures for performance/outcome based
evaluation of principals was developed bY the author In 1984 to blend the concept of
school outcomes with the more typital performance evaluation process._ See Jerry
W. Valentine and Michael L. BoWMan, Performance Based PrinciPal Evaluation:-A
Manual for-PrincitiaLEVaktatitin, Columbia, Missouri, April, 1984, copyright, 1984 by
authors.

4. Jerry W, Valentine and Roger D. Harting, "Performance Evaluation For Principals: A
Look At MiSS0 Uri'S FIrSt Year,"and Jerry W. Valentine and Roger D. Harting.
"PBTE: A Posit Ve Influence on Missouri Education." These state-wide studies of
the Missouri teathei.._ and principal evaluation procedures were conducted in the
summer, 1986 and will be printed in the next issue of Missouri-School-6, Missouri
DePartMent Of Elementary and Secondary Education, Jefferson City, MisSoJel. See
alSo. Nithol;;A A. Ginos, "The Relationahip nf Inservice Training to Effe:Ctive
Teacher EValuation," Ed.D. Dissertation, University of Missouri-Caunibia, 1985;

5. JetrY W. Valentine, "Teacher Input in School Development," _Leader Ship Academy
Luncheon Speech, Missouri Department of Elementary and SeCondarY Education,
Jefferson City, Missouri, November, 1985. See also Jerry Valentine, "Building
Level Faculty Committees," September, 1985, published for inservice training in
Principal Evaluation by the Missouri Department of Elemenatary and Secondary
Education, 1985-87;

6. Jerry W. Valentine, "The Relationship of Administrative Verbal Behavior and
Organizational Climate," Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1973.
Ronald E. Kett ler, "An Analysis of Principal Verbal Behavior," Ed.D. Dissertation,
University of Missouri-Columbia, 1982.

7. Ginos, op.cit.
8. Jerry W. Valentine and Roger D. Harting, "Performance Evaluation For Principals: A

Look At Missouri's Firet Year," MiSsouri Schools, Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education, Jefferson City, Missouri. in press.
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PRE I' NT,

The. billowing Paws jii ovide examples nt ii flo ohoice/OutTme IhiiiI IiuiciaI
Li/40;g Oki deve hied by moil tees ai s, leathers and community
memhets ei various mile)) systems alteel the II,S, Ahia pieluded is a 5tateeieht (.11

Uphy ibelowl and a Itstikini criteria and descronas; Al) material are preveled as
examples of the material developed to impknient NONE as -described in the narrative
portion at this paper.

Development of a statement of_plillosophy is an initial Step in_the development of a
Performance/Outcome Based Principal Evaluation system, The philosophy was developed
in 1981 by a committee of administrators, teachers and community members in a suburban

school system-, _Such stateteritt PrOVide a basis for understanding the belief structure
behind a P/OBPE SySteM and far _making sound pedagogical dctisions during the
development of the remainder of the system.

P/OBPE PHILOSOPHY STATEMENT

Effective performance based adnilniStrator evaluation is an important component of the

school system's commitment to Provide each individual with the opportunity to develoP

to his or her potential. This evaluation is an on-going process with defined procedures

which are collegially developed, research based and improvement oriented. This

evaluative Process identiflei strengths and provides direction for ImprOving skills and

accomplishing building and district goals. Areas to be evalliated ire attainable,

measurable; and jab related. The primary purpose of performance based evaluation is to

. .

enhance student learning through improved educational leadership and school

management. Successful administrator evaluation includes continued support and

commitment of resources.
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PERFORMANCE AREAS, CRITERIA AND DEUIPTORS

I. INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP

The Principal: . .

A. Provides directirin for the school and educat halal program,

I. Articulates school philosophy effectively.

2. Ensures use of needs assessment data inval development.

3. Ensures societal needs_are_refiected in goal development. _

9. gEonaslusres fa_culty involvement in the identification and develOOMent Of

5. ProVideS for the iniplementation and monitoring of goals.

6. EnsiireS the development of short and long range gels.

B. Provides for on-going staff development._....... ......... _

I. Involves faculty...in assessing; identifying and implementing Staff
development needs.

2; Promotes staff awareness Of new developments and Ideas in
_ education!

3. PrOthoteS staff development activities which focus upon the
teaching/learning process.

C. Provides for effective_curricular leadershiP,.._
. . _ _

I. Ensures the assessment; identifitation.and development of curricular

offerings based on student needs and achievement data.

2; Participates In grade WM; dePartMeht and district curriCular
_ committees.

3! Is knowledgeable of general goals and obkctives of district and state
curriculum!________

D. Provides for Improvement of Instruction through the use of. PBTE strategies.
I. Understands the learning process and effective teaching strategies.

2. Understands the importante Of the relatienshiP between the learning
_ process and effective supervisOry SkillS.

1 Observes classroom instruction on a planned basis,

4. Demonstrates effective observational notetaking_skills._
5, Provides regular feedback through effective conferencing skills; -

6. Assists staff.ln the formulation and implementation of a ProfeSSiOnal
Development Plan. ...

E. Provides_ for the management Of Instrudtion.
................_

I! Direett faculty IMOleMentation of instructional goals and objectives.
2. Ensures that the education of students is based upon instructional

objectives.

3. Ensures monitoring of student progress toward atheVitylent of the
ob_kctives,.

4. Ensures _that InstructIOnal time it protected.

ProVidd fa effective orgahltatiOn of personnel to meet curricular needs.
I! RetiiMiiieridS new faculty who compliment existing faculty and meet

building needs.

2. Seeks and considers facultY input in curricular assignments to hieet
programs needs. . .

.

3... Assigns faculty according to student.needs acid prokssional skills.
G. Provides leadership for poSItive educational change.

I! EncoOrages change deSigned to enhance the learning envirrinment,

2, Establishes a systematic process for chaniie that is lawn and
understood by staff.



eitocat tonal LIhilIV 11111jli .1 :.,ynteinallr . :! iilit oil alIl!evivt+ evntion:
.1.111ntiotibti II inikon tli,eiges based upon student data.

I I. immunic.ii es di in it:Mites standards tit performance.
I. Cimino:OW eS high academic expectations to studentS-.
2. Coinnnicates to teachers expectations for high 111:;1(10 Ional

3. Communicates to parents/conk:WY
the high eipectattom fur the

Schoni.

4, cld.rif ies and models standards of expected performance.
5.. _Assesses the approPriateness of performance standards-.U. School Management

The Pr incipal;

A, Providet ler effective and efficient day by day operation of the school.I. Prepares and _executes short arid Iring rSn-ge plans that support the
educational goals of. the sch001.

2. Provides administrative proCedures which are clear, easily understOdd
and_efficient,

3. involves the staff in development and review of operational
procedUreS.

4, Delegates appropriate
responsibilities and taSkS te the staff,

5. Promotes among_ classified stsff an Urierstanding of their role in
supporting the instructional gbalt of the school.

6! Monitors effectivenestand efficiency of classified staff.
1 Maintains school fatilities conducive to positlyklearning environment.I. Identlfiet needed changes and improvement In sthool plant and

_ fatilitieS.
2. Identifies and monitors custodial operations that maintain a clean

school,

3. Reports the need for.and entOUrages, quick repairs to facilities;
4. Promotes student We In school plant appearance.

C. Provides sound fistal Management.
_

InvdiVet faculty In develOping
and administering the school budget

consistent ith building_goals.
2, Ensures that all fiscal transactibrit occur through a budgeted,

encumbered process of fiscal -Management.
3, Osures aecuracy and Kinettiality of financial reports,

D. Promotes snd mainatinS i positive school climate.
1. Uses systematic procedures to assess the school elimate and make

changes as necessary,
.

2. Exhibits a positive
attitude.toward staff and students.

3. Promotes an atmosphere of cooperatION Mutual trusi and positive
staff morale.

4, Premotes.among staff and StUderits feelings of pride and loyalty for
the school-.

E, Utilizes effectiVe prettites to promote desirable_student conduct,
PrOMOtes a positive phllosophny arid prOtedures of student

_ Management which are understood by facult9; -students and Parents,2. Administers student disciplinary phitatires In accordance with
district discipline.policy-.

3. Ensures. that student behavior expectations are_described In st(ident
handbooks and clearly discussed with students by administration andfaculty-.

. _

PrOvideri feedback to teachers and parents regarding disciplinaryreferrals.
5. Encourages consistency in handling disCipline With the understanding

of the necessity for individualization.
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Dehlateo tudiuiut ity truth t rronnithilit y; amino: 1.11r,
3, Utilizes resources etintively.
4, Handles administrative ik.ipei work ef ly.

_Colepletes duties promptly 11111 ()Calf
G, Demonstrates effective SMIls in problem analysis, decision lii.t LI Ii d

judgment.

I. identifies the problem before seeking a solution-.
2. Seeks relevant data and considers alternative Solutions before mal..ing

decisions.

3. Identifies, _analyzes and eStSblishes priorities among pertinent
elements in problem SitUatinris.

4.
Anticipates Corisekciendes assOciated with particular decisient and
prepares atardlri§ly,

5, Recognites when decisive action or ambiguity tOlerance is appropriate
. arid responds accordingly,

6. Makes quality decisions based.upon Available information.
7, Successfully. Implements deeitIonS.
8. Evaluatesdetisions,

H. Demonstrates effeetiVe Communication skills,.
1, COMMUnicates effectively with varied audiences.
2; EttSblishes open lines of communication:
3. Expresses, while speaking and writing; idea which are clear,

effective and_grammatically Orr-60.
4. Expresses concern for the needs of others.
5. Is receptive to the exchange of ideas.
6. Expresses; taethilli, Positions that differ from others.
7; _FroqideS lnformition about relevant school issueS and operations.Ill. Interpersonal Relationships

_A. Dethonstrates_positive interpersonal relationt With students.
1, Frequently interacts with SW-dents.
2. Assesses students' attittides about school.
3, Reinforces positliie Student efforts.
4, Creates an atiosphere where students feel free to initiate

communicalon,

5; Ha the respect of students.
6. Respects students' needs and concerns;
7. Promotes student morale and prlde,

B. Demonstratespositive Interpertbrial relations with staff,
I. Frequently triteratt6 With staff...
2. Assessit Staff attitudes about school.
3; ReinflirCei PositlYe staff efforts.
4, Creates an atmosphere where the Staff feels free to initiate

communication.

5. Hakth_e_ respect of staff.
6. Respects staff ntedt kid 'concerns.
'I. Promotes staff morale and pride,
8: Helps reSdie conflict.

C. Demonstrates positive Interpersonal relations with other administrators,I. Demonstrates professional CourUsy.
2.

WOASP_OPejatiVely. with toiltagOeS.
3._ S.hares ideas; materialS; and techniques with other administratOrt;D. Demonstrates positive interpersonal relations with parent S and C-oremunity.
I. EncourageS Parent input through

ormoized Parent grouns.
2. COMMUnieates frequently with parents to maximize the school/home

relationship.
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J. Is visible at school functions aad SC650ppottglities
to interact with

pm CH15 ind pow%
. _

4. Develops and impleinents
a systematic program of positive

OUblit
!elation%

J. Promotes cooperation
and)nvolvement_of the coommunitY ih the school.

6;
EStabliSlies oPen I ines of communication between school and
oomniunity.

IV;
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Implements district
programs, POlitles and procedures,

1. Uses.. appropriate channels
for communication, decision making and

resolving concern%

2. ProvideS aCcurate and timely data and reports as is necessary for
_ manageinent purposes,

_ 3,
ampletes duties in accordance

_witliestablished job description.
El, Participates in professionaigrowth

actlYttle,
1, Participates in professional

Organizations.
2. Attends workshops; coUrSes,

and seminars to further professional
kno_Wledge.

3. ContributeS to the exchange
of kadwledge by assuming a leadership

role In Workshops and
sendnars, witing for professional

literature,
iti.

4;
Maintains current_ knowledge

thrOfigh the reading of
professional

literature and taking Mintage of opportunities
to learn from

colleagues and staff.

5, Participate ih district
grovith experiences such as Wkthcie,

courses, seminars, curriculum
committees, etc;

C. maraw -Stress effectively,

1: Misses a minimal amount of work,

2. Seeks viays to relieve stem and aniletY,
3. Strives to maintain sound

phYslcal and mental health.
4.

Jiandlesi stresSfUl and adverse
situations In a prof essional M-060:D.

Demonstrates personal motivation
and self-discipline;

1. Nib high expectatiqois
for sett, . .

2, Mddels Positive work habils1ant attitude,

3: li open to suggestions
for Btprovement.

4. Uses creative thinking in
prOmoting positive change.

5. Invests the tithe necessary to ef fectiveiy perforM job
. responsibili tie%

6. IS punctual.

E. PasOinet responsibinties outside the school as they relate to school
matters,

1. Attends curricular; colortitUlar and extra-curricular functions
beyond the regular Stliddi day,

2. Attends communitY meetings
that_contain_ impications for edOtatidh

such as city council meetings,
and action group mettingt;

3. IS a visible par ticipant in communitY activities and service
organizations.

4.
Takes an active role ht the

politiCal process when it involves a vote on
schooi district imues.
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Pr inci pa I

FORMATIVE FEEDBACK FORM

Sthool
Da te

Time ObserVatibn Began Time Observation Ended Evaluator

1NSTRUCTIORAL LEADERSHIP

A, Provides direction for the school.

B. Provides for
management of instructiot.

_ .

C. Effectively implements
evaluation strategies

oriented toward
improvement ofinstruction.

D. Provide leadership for positive
educational change.

E.
DemonstrateS effective

skill in the
recruitMent, selection,

and assignment ofschool pertonnel.

F. PromOtes On-014 suff development.

G.
Communicates standards

Of expected performance.

H. PrOvides leadership
for appropriate

cu..riculum and
otOanization of personnel

tij
staff the curriculum.
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Folmative Feed11,0 Fnim

Paile 2

X11001, MANNEMT

Ptuvides for effective and eflicient day-by-daY operatibn
of the school.

B. Ensures that school plant and facilities are conducive to a positive learning

environment.

C. Ensures Oficient izanagement of building level fittal reSOUrCeS;

D. Promotes and maintains a positive sChoOl Olimate.

E. Establishes and maintains effective discipline in the school.

F. Demonstrates effective communication skills.

G. DemonStrates effective problem-solving and decison-making skills.

N. Demonstrates effective organizational Skills,
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1,0 mat ve Feedback Foi vi

Poe 3

INTERN:12NA RFLATIONSHIN

A. Demonstrates pouitive ihterpelsonal relation:61p With studentn.

B. Demonstrates positive interpersonal relationship t4ith staff.

C. Demonstrates positive interpersonal relationship uith other administrators;

D. Demonstrates positive interpersonal relationship with parents/community.

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A; ImplementS the policies and procedures of the district.

B. Participates in professional groUth activities.

C. Demonstrates a sense of professional responsibility;

Comments:

Principal's S'lnature/Date Euluator's Signature/Date

NOTES:_ Signatures indicate the information has been read and discussed. After ar

observation, the evaluator should review each criterion and record statements, behaviors or

activities Observed ritaich relate tu the criterion. "N.0." should be recorded if related

statements, etc. were "not observed." Data obtained at times other than during a scheduled or

unscheduled on-site observation should also be documented on this form under the appropriate

criterion, dated, and discussed with the Principal. (Copies: Principal, Observer)
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Plinvinal

ITNVEZIONAL DEVELLIMENT PLAN

rwhoul

I. PERE(111Alli:E. AREA; OAS( li luitianee Area)

2 .
CRITERION', (Lit Ci i ter iou)

Oatv

3. INPROV.EMEN'i RA:MIMS):
(DesCribt desired outcomes. Wading Irequeutly eonfrom Dev, irs,)

4. PROCEDURES FOR ACHIEVING ONECTIVE(3): (Explanation of principal and evaluator
responsibililititS:)

5; APPRAISAL METHODS AHD TARGET DATES:

COMMENTS'

plan jenicatent
pl anicli-heveWRevi Bed

PrIlitlpil'S Signature/Date
Principal's Signature/Date

Evaluator's SI guature/Date
_Evaluator's Signature/Date

Nous:.Signattres indicate the Professional Development Plan has been read And discusied by
princliml and evaluator. One Professional Developmeril Plan should be used fa each criteriontor Witch IMprovement Is desired. Any additional commentS Should be permanently appended tothlS form and initialed bY

Principal and eStaklator
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COlTrAim _ BELOW
PFRraRMNACE EXPECTATION

PERFORmile4r2-_,

EXPECIAT-tt-P-4-

Performance APO. lit School Management

ProviGos for 000000 APS__
and efficient day-br-day
oiseratlim Of the Sehool

8. Ensures that school Plant
and facilities are condu-
Clve tO a_posittnet Isarn-
I ng environment

E 000000 efficient manege-
mons of building level
fiscal resources

D. Promotes and_maintains a
positive school climate

E. Eatabilsholi And_meintaini
iv. discipline in

the sChool

F. Demon sssssss .44!cti
communication skil

G. Osmo ssssss ps offsctip.
PrOblemrsilalving And_
decision-making skills

H. Demo ssssssss effective
organizational skills

Dois_ntt_Orovide_saaectlaa
and efficient day-br-dar
operation of tho school

DOeS_nOt_snsuro_that_schalall
plant and facilititee ars
conduciss to a positips

.ftwiroismont

Oostt_not_ensuras efficient__
management of building level
4lidel resources

fJoes-not prompt. and maintain
positions school climate

Does_nat_estat-ish_and-mrintsoin
effective, discipline in tom
school

Doss not_demons s rat s effective,
communciation skills

Does oot demon ssss stni.

problem-solving and decision-
making 14;lls

Dos. not ssss t s _effective,
organizational skills

Sometimes provides for Consistently provides fon
effective and efficient

dar^berlar operation of dar-py.sw ootrat, O.
ths school the school

Sometimes ensures that Conolstontlr ensures that
sChoOl_plani_and facil-, school plant and facilities
ities aro conducive to aro conducive to a Oositiet
Positive learning emvir- learning environment
onment

Sometimes ensures
officient_msnagement
ofobuilding level fiscalcii

_

Sometimes promotes and
maintains-a positive
school climate

Sometimes esteJloshos
d_maintains effective
discipline ir tho school

Sometimes demonstrators
offoctis7o enmnunication
skills

Sometimes demonstrates
effective, problem-
solving_and_docision-
maeing skills

Somelimos drmonsaratas
effective, organizational

Consistently en:ures
efficient management-of
building level fiscal
resources

Conalatentir_promotiss are
maintains position
school climate

COnsIstentlr establistes
and-maintains effective
discipline In the school

Consist...on, demonstrates
and_maintaini effective_
discipline in the school

Cons! ttttt lr demonstrates
.44eC1ies .1roblemmo1ving_
and declsirn-makonc, skills

Consistontlr dehonst-ates
effective OrganiSational
skills

CRITERIA
lbx Prinrital PoRF0RMANCE-lOCPWIPM1014---

PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATION

Performance Area liii

A. Demon sssssss positive
OtorSonal relationships
with the students

O. 0ne4nstrateS_O0sItIva--
interpersonal relation-
ship with staff

C. Demonstrates 004itivi__
interpersonal relation-
040,41Ah other admini-
strators

Doors -c02 demOnetr ttt
positive personal
relatiOnShIOS with
tho students

toovs_not clemOnStrato
positive interPertiOnal_
relationship with ttttt

Dops_not clastonstrato
posItiss :ntorpqrSonzt_
relationship with other
adMini ttttt ors

Sonstimes oemonstratott
positive Interpersonal
relationships with tho
students

Sometimes demonstrates
positive interpersnnai
rtplationship with Staff

Sometimes chmonns tttttt
positive_ ttttttttt onal
rolatinnshlp with other
administrator*

D. Demo tt positive Does not ommoolArate_ Somotimes-CeMonstrater
interpersonal,rolation- posiCive inter0erltonal positive intorpersonci
ship with t t s/communitr relistIonahlp wlth parents/ relationship with

community parnts/communitr

ConiistentIY domonstr.tts
Positiva_intirairienvil
rolationshlos with
tits studonts

Cormolatentlr_BemOurtratoi
positive 1 t _I

relationship with staff

COnsiStentir_demcoiitratei
sositivs interpersonat
ralalionshio_with other
splitting ttttt ors

Consi ttttt IP demonstrates
POSitiVi_interpersonal
relationship With
Parents/community

PERFORMANCE AREA IV: PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIPILITIEb

A. Imp.ormontlo tho Poll,. TS
and_procoduros of tho
district

B. Participates in profes-
sional Orowth attivitiws

C. D:shonotrates a sssss of
Orefessional responsi-bility

CCrIMENTSi

Principal f tigh ttttt /Date

CS4BO 4MOIV imply that InformatIon has beim di

Does not implew_rt_
tim-polocies-and procedures
of the district

Does not participate in
professional growth
activities

Doss not demonstrate a
pr ttttt 'anal

responslbilitr

37

Somotimes_implemonts
the policies end proce-
dures of the district

Somellmem_parlicipatos In
profossiosial growth
activit:ong

SometImes_demo ttttt tes
sena. Of PrOft$Siblial
'respohsibilitr

COMIENTS1

Evaluator s Signature/Date

Consistentlr implements the
POiCiell_and procedures 04
the district

Consi 1r participates
in torOfessionel growth
activities

Consistontlr Como ttttt tes
sense Of prOfesslonal respons,-



PVINCIPAL

t'a in

:Wig fol. YEAR

CURRENT DATE

Goal Statement (State in deneral terms the goal to be achieved dur.no (he school
year.)

Achicvment Strategies (List specific steps to be followed to achieve the goa..)

Support Services (Identify physical; fiscal and/or personnel resources neteSSari, to
achieve the goal.)

Appraisal Method (What process will be used to assess achievement of the goal?),

Progress Conference Dates (When WI: the evaluaOr and principal discuss progress
toward achievement of the goal)

SUmmatIve Conference Date (On what apdroximite date will the evaluator assess
achievement of the goal?)

Principal's SignitUre/Date Evaluator's Signallre/Date

NOTES: Goal statements are typically drafted by the principal th disucssed and a jreed upon
by principal and evaluator._One_Form shcold be used for each goal. Signatures Indicate the
information has been read and discussed.
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(niAl: flifql

PRiNCIFrif SCUM. YEAP

'AWOL Dis'TE

GOAL:

PRINCIPAL'S ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS TOWARD ACIPEVEMENT OF GOAL (Describe the progress
made in achieving the goal.)

EVALUATOR'S ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS TOWARD ACHIEVEMENT OF GOAL (Describe the progress
made In achieving the Oak)

PrIndiral'S SIghattire/Date Evaluator's Signature/Date

NaTES: Typically, the principal respondsAirst because he/she is directly involved with the

goal and should haye the best insight regarding progress. The evaluater then completes

his/her assessmentAgnatures indicate the Information has been read and discussed.



PRINCIPAL

!ilIMMialVE Fmn

mor.

MAL:

FEEDDACE CONFERENCE DATE(S):

SUPPORT SERVICES NEEDED AND/OR UTCLIZED! (PhySICAI, fiscal, PerSonnel resources,)

PRINCIPAL'S ASSESSMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF GOAL iDeStribe the achievement of the

goal.)

EVALUATOR'S ASSESSMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF GOAL (Des:ribe the achievement of the

goal.)

Principal's Signature/Date Evaluator's Signature/Date

NOTES: TypicallYi.the prititip41 riSpOntln firSt because he/she Is directly involved with the

goal _and should haVe accurate Insight regarding goal achlevenvent. The evaluator_ then

completes hiS/her assessment. Signatures h)dicate the injormallon has been read ad
discussed: Additional comments ahoulJ be permanently appended to thls form and Initialed by

principal arvievaluator.
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Outline of the Pertotmance !lased

Principal Evaludtion Process

Following is a step-by-step

dUtlihe Of preeeddrei far Per-

formance based principal eval-

uation. The system begins with

identification of the eval-

uators for principals; con-

tinues with the formative, _or

supervisory phase, designed fer

improvement of instruction

through effective adminis-

tration; and, culminates in the

summative evaluation report.

1; Evaluators.

The superintendent is the

person responsible for the ad-

ministration of the performance

based_ _principal evaluation

system in the __ School

District. _Typically, the-tval-

uator-shOuld be the prinCipars

iiMnediate supervisor. . The use

Of Multiple evaluators may be

appropriate and heneficial.

Evaluators will be well versed

in the fundamentals of the

principalshipi administrative

ancreffeCtive_school-

ing,_ The _evaluators will also

be familiar with_the charac-

teristics and problems -of the

schools adMinistered by the

ptinCipals whom they are to

evaluate.

The evaluators will receive

orientation_in the performance

based principal evaluation

process.

2T Otientatiou-

Orientation of Evaluators

In!service training_will.be

provided _annually ly the

district to improve_the con-

tistendy ihd ghilitY of

evaluators' skills.

Orientation_of Principals_ _

Each year, prior to the

evaluation cycle, in-service

training should be offered for

principalS in order to provide:

'Information on the

evaluation process and pro-

cedures.

. .An understanding of the

role of the principal and the

role of the evaluator.

3, Evaluation-oyele-

Principals will be eval-

uated_each_year, _including a

formative phase_and a summative

evaluation. The evalUation

'cle preCeedt frit WY
through June with the summative

evaluation typicallr conducted

late during the cycle.

CFormative Phase

Palidiet far PrinCipal ObierVi-

tion

Principals will be ob-

served on both a scheduled and

unscheduled basis. There will

be a minimum of one scheduled

and one unscheduled obser-

vation.

Annual Goal Development Com-

ferentt

.The principal will submit

Annual Goal Statements to the

evaluator.

The evaluator and the

principal will review and_agree

upon the Annual Goal State-

ments. _

'Copies af the Annual Goal

Statements will be retained by

the _principal and the eval-

uator.

Scheduled Observations

.The scheduled observation

Will be concincted as agteed

upon by_ the principal and

evaluator.

'The evaluator will take

notes during the observation

and interpret those_notes on

the FermatiVe Feedbadk Farm.
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Unscheduled ObilerVatiON

'The OValUatiir will take

notes during the observation

and interpret those notes on.

the Formative Feedback Form.

Pcst-observation conference

_ .A post-observation con-

ference will be held after any

scheduled or unscheduled obser-

vation for which a Formative

Feedback Form has been com-

pleted.

. 'The evaluator will provide

a copy_ of the Formative Feed-

bad Form to the principal.

Both partiei aign the dacument

tb indicate it has been read

and discussed.

Professimal_Development Plans.

_ 'Professional_ development

plans are measurable, precise

objectives stated in terms

which assist in their attain-

ment.

'The evaluator and/or the

Principal may identify pro-

fessional development plant.

'Professional development

plans will be stated on the

Professional Development Plan

Form and iointly reviewed by

the evaluato: and the prin-

cipal;

'Professional development

plans remain in effect until

satisfactorily completed.

'When alrofessionalvievel-

opment plan_has_ been _satis-

factorily accomplished; the

evaluator _and the -principal

date _and initial the

Professional Development Plan

Form.

'Where appropriate addi-

tional personnel may _provide

assistance_to the principal in

the completion_of Profestional

Development Plans and in the

iMprovement of adMinistrative

ikilli.

'Professional Development

Plans will be developed

annually for each principal.
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Goal Statemdnt Feedback

'Goal Statement Feedback

conferences will occur during

the.evaluation cycle to discuss

pragress toward the accomp-

lishment of each goal.
.

Non-Observed Data

.Any information pertinent

to the evaluation process; ea',

phone.calls;letters, etc. must

be documented _in writihg,

typically on the Formative

Feedbad Form, and discussed if

the information is to be _used

in the Summative Evaluation.

Staff Input :

Staff_input is an impor-

tant aspect of effective admin-

istration. Each-building prin-

cipal will obtain staff input

in a systematic manner during

the school year. The purpose

of this input _i_s_ to assist the

principal in determining build-

ing goals:

5: -Wind-ye-Phase-

'The summative phase is

the review of all data per-

taining la the performance of

the principal,_

.The performance criteria

are assessed thichigh the Shm-

native -Evaluation Report.

Accomplishment of goals are

assessed throha the_ Goal

Statement Summative Report,

'After the _evaluator has

completed the Summative Re-

ports, a summative conference

will be conducted during which

the evalatcr_an& the gincipal

review the_Summative Evaluative

Report and_ the Goal Statement

Summative_Reports,

_ loth_ the evaluator and

the-prinCipal sign the Sum-

mative Evaluation Report and

the Goal Statement Reports,

indicating that the dochment

has !een read and discussed.

_ .

_Copies of thd SUMMAtivo

balnatiOn koet and the GOA

Statement Reports will be re-

tained by the evaluator and the

principal.

. . 'Principals have_thotight

to appeal the results of the

summative report:5 in wtiting

and in person to their eval-

uator, -then to other -appro-

priate district personnel.

.The desired level of

performance on the Summative

Evaluation Report is the Per-

formance Expectation column.

This column _ represents

effectiVe-skill levels for the

given criteria. Any rating

below expected performance must

be preceded IT efforts to

improve that skill ,via a

Professional Development Plan.


